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What if a recession?
• After the FOMC speech of Mr. Powell, the investment community has lost trust in the FED, and central banks in general, therefore
is now expecting a recession in the US, but it would be the case for Europe too. We are also quite disappointed to hear on Powell’s
testimony to the Congress, that of course the FED is strongly committed bringing down inflation, but a recession could happen
and that avoiding it will be difficult. A recession was not the base scenario of KTS and while we are trying to “figure out”, how
much equity markets have already discounted, we feel comfortable to keep 10-15% in cash, or apply some short term trading.
• We are not increasing further our liquidity, because in our opinion, market participants already reacted quite strongly on the
hawkish monetary policy of central banks and having the investor sentiment at extreme negative levels (for the first time in
history, the BofA Bull & Bear Indicator is at 0! and the Dow is now 11 weeks down out of 12, which never happened before),
the “risk” of a rebound at any small positive news is very high. See our slide on inflation, the possibility of positive news sooner
than later are realistic. Also the oil price is slightly correcting and did not have enough strength for a spike at 130 USD, even if
oil’s demand is still very strong and the CAPEX in the oil sector is still at lowest levels.
• Mr. Taylor, manager of our best-in-class fund ABR is arguing, that such rare situation happens every 25 to 60 years and is on
the top 1% percentile (it means, a very rare event) and therefore he would expect a quite strong rebound any day soon. In the
next slides, we are analyzing the timing and equity market’s magnitude of any recession.
• In addition, according to JPM retail radar (via Syz group), retail clients net sold USD -633 million last week, which is -2.3
standard deviations below 1y average. This was the heaviest week of selling since September 2020 and also on the level of
option flow, it was the same extreme magnitude. This is a final sign of capitulation, at least from the side of retails. We would
expect, retails lost substantial capital.
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What if a recession?
• We like the blog of Mr. Dae won Yoon arguing that the Nasdaq Index is going to be the leader of the next equity market
rebound.
• Also during the webinar of the CIO of Credit Suisse, the bank explained that inflation expectations reached a peak and US
yields should stabilize (3.5% of the 10y US-Tbill), which should help, especially the tech sector, to stabilize and be ready for a
rebound of equity markets. This is also confirmed from several indicators, as for example the correlation between the copper
price and the 10y yield, chart courtesy blog Mr. Ippoliti. Finally on the blog Macro Compass, Mr. Peccatiello is arguing that US
yields are not increasing, because, if it is clear, a recession is underway, Mr. Powell is not going to increase interest rates
by further 100bps, but rather reduce (Mr. Peccatiello closed the short on bonds and went long TLT US). CS added also that the
renewable sector is ready for a rebound, as the Chinese equity market, having in the coming months USD 180 billion in
stimulus package injection into the Chinese economy. The magnitude of the stimulus package is comparable to the
pandemic and therefore Credit Suisse expects the Chinese economy to rebound strongly in the next months. KTS would like to
add, that falling yields should be also positive for the gold price.
• KTS fully agrees, that the tech sector is going to lead the equity market rebound and as we have recently analyzed, valuations
are already as depressed as in year 2000 and 2008.
• Therefore traders could try to buy the QQQ US at those levels for “playing” a short term rebound to 310 USD, but the investor
needs to be very disciplined. Last Friday it was the June option’ maturity and it could be that we could experience a short covering
rebound. But as we can notice in the next slides, we unfortunately believe, that there are still not convincing signs for a strong and
sustainable rebound yet.
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What if a recession?
• Mr. Alessandro Fugnoli argued in his weekly “il Rosso e il Nero”, that according to many economists, the recession already
started. Analyzing recent numbers, especially on the US housing market, it is possible, a recession already started. In
addition also the chart of Mr. Larsen on Global manufacturing cycle PMI vs OECD diffusion Index (6months lead) is
pointing out the economy turned recessionary and still has to fall. Finally, Mr. Zhao is analyzing the relationship between the
US real GDP vs. Atlanta Fed GDPnow, the U.S. economy has basically contracted in the second quarter and as per technical
definition, is in a recession.
• Mr. Fugnoli is also arguing, that following the best indicator for the development of the US economy, namely the NBER indicator,
which is based on more variables (growth, company’s profit, employment and investments), it is going to proclaim the
recession ex post and with a delay of months. Therefore, when the investor community is going to read the headlines,
the economy fell into recession, equity markets already discounted this matter of fact and are already focusing on the rebound
of the economy (see also Chart of Vontobel on page 7). Mr. Fugnoli is expecting the recession to start in the next months and
argues, that past average recession’s duration is 9 to 12 months, but as we have seen, recession already started.
• Mr. Yardeni is arguing, that the S&P 500’s forward P/E fell to 15.4x from over 20x at the start of this year and argues that lower
readings are typically been associated with bear markets and recessions, confirming the general consensus. But the S&P 400
MidCaps is down to 11.1x and the S&P 600 SmallCaps even to 10.8x, which are historically extreme levels, as per the
GFC in 2008. KTS does not believe that we are going to experience such extreme recession as year 2008, or years 2000-2003
and therefore US small&caps are already too cheap. But we prefer to trade the QQQ US, rather than IWM US. We believe to have
already a comfortable exposure with our global mid caps specialist 2xIdea, fund which dramatically suffered YTD.
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What if a recession?
th

• Over multiple sources is argued that, on the 16 of June 2022, only 1.5% of stocks were above the 50-day moving average and
market participants are guessing, the move was caused from the Swiss National Bank starting to sell US stock holdings as
mentioned in the press conference. Such extreme selling pressure was experienced only during the pandemic, March 2020,
or October 2008.
• We would like to mention, that reading Ms. Yellen proposing to the Congress to allow the FED to buy equity as asset, could be
in connection with the fact, that the Swiss National Bank is starting to sell its USD 177 billion asset into US stocks? It reminds us
the SNB buying EUR before Draghi could finally allow to “do whatever it takes” in order to save the EUR and support equities and
bonds markets back in July 2012.
• If market participants are wondering, how much the FED can still buy in assets, we refer to the BoJ (Bank of Japan), which
owns nowadays 50% of the JGB (Japanese government bond), meanwhile the FED still owns “only” 27%. ECB owns 37%
and the BOE 39%. As Flossbach always argued, central banks still have “full power” for more purchases and what most of
investors forget, the “beauty” of such purchases is, basically 50% of the interest rates paid by the Japanese government
ends on the account of the Central Bank, which is indirectly a reduction of the annual deficit! Meanwhile we are reading
also this week, that the FED, which theoretically began the QT in June, is still not reducing the purchase in bonds.
• We do not want to go into the discussion of a Ponzi-Scheme, is not up to KTS to argue, but the point we would like to make here
is, global central banks still have full “fire power” before we can expect a “cascade of the financial system” as many market
participants are predicting since years now. For this reason, KTS is focusing on the technological mega trends, which are
going to profit from the next decade of innovation, but of course also focusing to limit the maximum drawdown.
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What if a recession?
• Finally, the asset manager positioning in all equity futures (percentage of open interest) according to Mr. Ansidei further fell to the
lower level since 2006 at 2.46% (it was 10% in 2008, 2.85% in 2011, 3.11% in 2016, 5.07% in 2020)! Professional investors are
ready for further corrections, but when everyone is ready for only one direction, normally it turns out differently.
• It is quite confirmed from multiple sources (Yardeni, Vontobel, Statista, Capital Group, Mr. Fugnoli) that on average a recession
is 11 months (Capital Group analysis of 10 cycles since 1950) and the range is from 8 to 18 months.
• We would expect this recession to be shorter than usual, simply because the labor market is strong and there are just too many
open jobs and not enough workforce (see the tourism sector, airports, gastronomy, ect.). Therefore we are also not analyzing
historical comparisons with past equity drawdowns, which are showing, that we are only at 127 days vs a drawdown
average period of 380 to 630 days.
• According to the chart on the next slide, courtesy the CIO team of Bank Vontobel, the average duration of a recession is 12
months and markets contract during the first 7-8 months prior to recession and additional 5-6 months from recession.
The correction magnitude is an average of -25% from the peak. Nowadays we are already over -20%.
• Morgan Stanley research is also adding, that the average Fwd EPS contraction in case of a recession is around -15% and
therefore, having the S&P500 Index in a bear market territory, but EPS with no cut, is expecting more equity market corrections.
As argued also in page 8, we have to analyze sectors separately, because the total EPS was not cut due to the energy sector
experiencing tremendous grow in EPS and as the manager of Alkeon argues, EPS of the tech sector are still solid, but valuations
lost mostly because of the interest rate’s increase. If yields really peaked, as it looks like, the tech sector can rebound only
because of the re-rating on lower interest rates.
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Since WW2 markets priced in recession on avg. 7 months prior to their start

Source: VONTOBEL (GS, Bloomberg, Factset, Datastream)
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What if a recession?
• The chart below is showing how S&P profit estimates are still high at around USD 230, but the S&P 500 Index is discounting
falling earnings. We do not have to forget, that on the S&P 500 Index estimates, the energy sector, even if the weighting of the
sector is minimal, is contributing for the substantial part of such high earning estimates and therefore the focus should not
be on the total earnings of the Index, but it is time for stock selection and analyze sector separately.
• As the manager of Alkeon recently explained, earnings in the tech sector are still solid, but valuations are at levels of year
2000 or 2008. Once again, tech companies are in a much better “shape” than in the past and we are still in the midst of a decade
of innovations and new technological trends, therefore, it does not matter for a long term investor to buy today or 10% lower.
• The investor community is expecting the equity market to fall a further 10-15% , which would coincide for the S&P 500 Index,
as also for the Nasdaq Index, with the 200d moving average, which is a very strong long term support!

Source: Bloomberg via James Bianco
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What if a recession? INVESTMENT CONCLUSION
INVESTMENT CONCLUSION:
• As far as we can understand, the US economy is already entering into recession and taking into consideration that for the next
5 months, investors have to “digest” negative news, adding to the fact that we are entering the weakest seasonal period for
equity markets, we would expect weak volumes and a sideway trend, with no particular strong convincing rebound.
• The investment community is also expecting the Democrat to face a greater-than-average loss in the midterm election this
November and honestly speaking, reading that economists start to blame the Biden’s administration of a too strong stimulus
package in addition to have partially caused the war in Ukraine and finally finding US consumers in the midst of the worst inflation
environment ever, it is hard to think differently. Therefore, we expect volatility up to November and finally, when elections are
over, probably most of professional investors must buy equities to improve disastrous performances before year’s end.
• We agree with the investment community, that the FED’s put should be by 3’500 points for the S&P 500 Index. If equity
markets should correct further, we expect the FED to change their hawkish tone.
• As we have recently explained, that tech valuations are extremely attractive and comparable to the lows at the tech bubble burst
in year 2000, or GFC year 2008. In addition, we noticed, that even a conservative fund manager like Flossbach, owns on the
th
top 10 position, basically 40% in FAANGS. But reading lately that after the Russell rebalancing of the 24 June 2022, the
companies Meta, Netflix, PayPal are going to be considered as a “value” stocks and FB US is going to be one of the biggest
positions with a weighting of 1.7%, it is exactly the ultimate proof, that the tech sector has never been such attractive like now. In
fact, valuations are comparable to the year 2000 or 2008, but today such companies have huge piles of cash, have a solid
business, attractive FCF yields and are still growing, which was not the case in the past.
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What if a recession? Record wealth destruction in US stocks and bonds
• According to a research of BCA, the United States wealth destruction has been massive in this cycle, which is likely to
create a drag on consumption.
• KTS always argued, that having still a strong labor market, consumers feel comfortable and are spending money. But also
Mr. Yardeni was arguing, that US consumption is still strong, because US citizens are increasing credit lines with real estate as
collateral. Therefore if US real estate prices would start to collapse, the US consumption would have a problem. We believe, the
FED is well aware of that and is not going to keep such hawkish tone, if the situation would turn out “ugly”.
• In this cycle, USD 15.5 trillion of wealth in bond and stocks have being destroyed, but we do not have to forget, that the top
10% of US citizens own basically 70% to 80% of the wealth, which substantially increased from the pandemic, but was not the
case for the lower/middle class. Of course the question is, how much of the stimulus check has being lost in investments?

RECORD WEALTH DESTRUCTION IN US STOCKS AND BONDS (BCA research

60% of GDP drawdown from previous peak
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Extreme valuation swinging
• According to the chart on our right-hand side, courtesy Mr.
Callum, we have just witnessed an extremely rapid and
substantial contraction in P/E multiples and it never
happened so quickly as the present time.
• The argument is very simple: such extreme moves normally
are followed by rapid expansion!?
• The real question is: is cheap enough? As we have recently
analyzed, with a P/E for S&P 500 Index at 15.4x, valuations
are fair valued and are not fully discounting a recession yet.
• The majority of the investment community is arguing, the P
(price) experienced a dramatic contraction, but the E (earnings)
is still too high, if the economy is going to fall into recession.
• On average, the bottom of a bear market has being at 11.7x
P/E, but in our eyes, this is well too extreme. Again, this time
major companies have plenty of net cash for shares buyback
programs, M&A and increasing CAPEX, in addition to the fact,
that labor market is not going to be as weak as in year 2000,
2008 or during the pandemic, banks have solid balance sheets

Source: Thomas Callum
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Inflation
• According to Bloomberg, via zerohedge, the inventory to sales ratio for a broad range of US retailers covering furniture, home
furnishings and appliances, building materials and garden equipment is now at the highest level since the bursting of the
dot com bubble. Taking into consideration that the segment was one of the highest inflation’s contributor, these are good news for
lower inflation numbers in the future. As Walmart and Target already announced, the supermarket chains will have to sell
such inventories as heavy discount, creating deflation in certain segments.
• In addition we would like to point out the arguments of some market participant on the increase of the rental shelters, which
was also a substantial contributor of the recent inflation’s increase. The index is based on a survey on a small group of citizens,
which are interviewed once a month. The increase is still not effective, but is a guessing of the interviewed people of a possible
rental shelter’s increase due to higher interest rates.
• Meanwhile we are reading on the World economic Forum, that in the UK, people are switching to bikes and buses in order to
avoid high fuel prices. Since March 2022, 1 million people started to use buses and cycling trips are double their normal level.
• In addition Italy, Germany and Ireland cut public transport prices (in Germany people can use public transportation over 1 month
for 9 EUR). Some governments also cut taxes on fuel for few months. The Biden’s administration is reducing the federal gas tax
about 18 cents per gallon of gasoline through the end of September, but the move is more symbolic, because market participants
are arguing, if somebody drive 12k miles a year in a car, that averages 22.8 miles per gallon, would save about USD 20. In
Switzerland and Italy such a step, would influence more the saving of citizens, being the taxes on gasoline 2/3 of the price.
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Inflation
• Finally, the oil price is falling, but also commodity and shipping prices.
• Connecting to the wealth destruction, Mr. Blokland is also arguing like KTS, that the main damage is “only” by the top 10% wealth
percentiles, but having high inflation, lower incomers must use the excess savings in order to keep spending and therefore,
indirectly the interest rate’s increase of the FED is also an additional wealth destruction.
• Mr. Excell is also rightly arguing, that analyzing the development of M2, risky assets and GDP, lately M2 and GDP are flat, but
risky assets are falling and the most probable interpretation on this matter of fact is, the money is out of Wall Street and back
to the Main Street, which means, Millennials are selling stocks to buy a house or Boomers paying for long-term care for parents,
etc. (fact also confirmed on page 2 with the substantial equity outflow from retails). The message is, money is coming out of
financial assets and is going into real people, real spending, which is actually good for the economy, most probably not
supportive for equity markets, because this money is used for living and is not going to return to equity markets.
• We are also reading in the WEF, that Sri Lanka is asking public workers to take Fridays off to grow food to help alleviate
the country’s worsening food shortage. The inflation on food prices hit 57% in April 2022.
• We like to read such extreme measures, which are the proof, that people and governments are able to adapt at fast pace and
show that the world is less dependent on oil or commodities compared to back in the ‘70s .
• A less pleasant news for the environment, but good for the inflation and helping reducing any energy price pressure, is Germany
announcing to restart coal-fired power plants in order to compensate natural gas cut from Russia.
• As always argued, by extreme moves, governments deploy extreme temporary solutions.
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Emerging market distressed debt and highest discount on HYG US
• According to the research of BofA global investment strategy, the emerging market debt is at distressed levels as per October
2008 and therefore it looks quite attractive. KTS is evaluating to increase positions.
• According to Bloomberg, via Syz Group, the discount to NAV of the ETF HYG US (high-yield bonds) is at highest levels,
meaning market participants are starting to discount more bad news than bondholders.
• The ETF HYG US is trading at the same levels than March 2020, but this time the oil’s price is over 100 USD and therefore we
would assert, companies balance sheets are in a better position than back during the pandemic, even if we do not have the FED
taking “whatever it takes” to stabilize bond markets. We would like to remind, that US high yields have the highest concentration
in the energy sector. KTS was not invested in US high yields, but we are evaluating to open positions, also for Europe.

EMMAS debt: attractive Source: BofA via Syz Group

Highest NAV discount for high-yield bonds, HYG US, source Syz Group
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General news
• The Biden’s administration is asking major US oil companies to increase oil’s production. ExxonMobil answers with a letter to
the government citing, that globally the company has been investing double what was earned in the past 5 years, namely
USD 118 billion on new oil and gas supplies compared to the net income of USD 55 billion. In addition, ExxonMobil kept
investing even during the pandemic, when the company was losing over USD 20 billion and even borrowed more than
USD 30 billion to maintain investment to increase capacity to be ready for post-pandemic demand increase. Therefore
the message from US oil companies is quite “loud and clear” and the Biden’s administration has to look for partners outside the
US, in order to increase oil’s production. Only a few options left, namely Iran or Venezuela? Most probably becoming now best
friend?
• The SNB, Swiss National Bank, announced a hike by 50bps, which is understandable. But between the lines apparently also
mentioned to be ready to sell stocks positions in order to buy CHF?! (if it has partially already happened as some investors argue).
The SNB holds USD 177 bn in US equities concentrated mainly in FAANG and the position is around 25% of their FX reserves.
It is possible, that Ms. Yellen is asking the Congress to allow the FED to buy US stocks in order to compensate the sales of the
SNB?
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Digital health
• We are reading in the magazine The Economist (entitled “Alphabet is spending billions to become a force in health care”), but
also in some bank’s research on digital health; that the sector is gaining traction and is going to enable the revolution in healthcare.
• KTS always argued, that digital healthcare, like the functions on the Apple Watch or Fitbit (acquired by Google), enable people
to be more preventive. Prevention is the best medicine and for this reason we believe of the tremendous potential in the segment.
• We believe to cover well the segment with our investment into the Swisscom VC 2 fund, where our external biotech expert,
Ms. Myoung, is partner and responsible for health digitalization.
• The G20 agreed to set up a Financial intermediary fund for Pandemic prevention (FIF) controlled by the Worldbank. USA, EU
and others are going to inject USD 1.1 billion, but more to come. The fund aims to help developing countries to become better
prepared for future pandemics, by strengthening country, regional and global capacity for Preparedness and response, so-called
PPR. As far we understand, at the end of the day is more connected to be able to deliver vaccines, medicines and diagnostic.
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General news Asia / China
• China’s No. 2 online retailer, JD retail, sees worrying signs that shoppers are reluctant to reopen their wallets even as major cities
emerge from bruising covid lockdowns, suggesting consumer spending may take months to recover. Policy makers are promising
more support for private investment and the platform economy to mitigate the Covid shocks, but it seems that online retail sales
will likely only grow in the low single-digits this year after expanding 12.5% last year according to Fitch economists. KTS expects
a slow rebound of the economy, but we also have to admit, that valuations of Chinese equities are extremely depressed
and therefore a lot is also discounted. We would like to re-connect to the outlook of Credit Suisse, that in the next months, USD
180 billion on a monthly basis of stimulus package are going to support the Chinese economy.
• We are reading, that China is to consider reviving Ant Group’s IPO. Apparently, according to people familiar with the matter,
Jack Ma’s Ant Group Co is poised to apply for a key financial license as soon as this month. If it this is true, is would be a major
positive news for the whole Chinese equity market.
• Also the Bank Julius Bär is arguing that the worst of the regulation cycle is over. We are not increasing our exposure into the
Chinese market, but we feel comfortable with the investments in our best-in-class fund Stonehorn Asia equity fund,
Aubrey emerging market, and the etf EMQQ LN. In addition, also the tech fund L/S Alkeon increased the exposure via
JD.com, Tencent and other positions.
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Liquidation of position in the crypto segment
• Reading in the news, that the crypto hedge fund 3AC (Tree Arrows Capital) is refusing to return calls, and has had its leverage
positions closed by lenders (blog of Mr. Mayer) and most probably experiencing a total loss of USD 10 billions, it is the
explanation of recent forced selling and liquidation pressure. We still do not know, what happened with the crypto positions of the
company Microstrategy, which experienced margin calls with the bitcoin price under USD 20k .
• Lately, the crypto segment had to experience several “debacles” like the 90% value lost of the stablecoin Luna, as also the
lending platform Celsius, in addition to Babel Finance and finally the HF 3AC. We would expect, most of the forced liquidations
are done for now? But the sector definitely lost momentum and retail investors lost substantial capital. In fact, bitcoin investors
lost a record of USD 7.3 billion in 3 days and about 555k bitcoin were traded in the USD 18k to USD 23k range and the sellers
of such bitcoin were purchased at much higher prices, according to research firm Glassnode.
• Not having a stimulus package any time soon, on the contrary central banks started the reverse process, it will be very hard in
the future to experience substantial inflow in the sector? We guess, the “initial whales” of the crypto market were selling some
positions at highs and are now supporting the market, but analyzing the price movement from 2017, bitcoin lost over 80% from
the highs (-74% currently), but it took more than 1 year of consolidation, before it could start to move upward again.
• Taking into consideration that the next bitcoin’s halving is going to be early 2024, we should expect a weak crypto market in
the next 12 months?
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Liquidation of position in the crypto segment
• The arbitrage strategy of Fasanara is -1.6% YTD, which is an amazing result if we take into consideration the performance
YTD of any asset classes, especially of crypto currencies and the multiple failures in the system. Though, we were expecting a
better result, due to the high volatility, but the issue is, at the moment are only professional investors in the market, which know
exactly were to buy at best price. The arbitrage strategy can profit only if retails are in the market and pay any spreads on the
platform, where they are client. We are monitoring the position, before taking any decision on the investment.
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Bitcoin uses 50x less energy than traditional banking
• We came across an interesting article on the Nasdaq-com ampproject arguing, that new study shows, Bitcoin uses 50 times less
energy than traditional banking.
• The payment consultancy firm Valuechain published a 27-page white paper titled “Bitcoin: Crypto payments energy efficiency”
after conducing 4 years’ worth of research and data compilation.
• The research tried to compare bitcoin energy consumption with all the aspects of the classical monetary payment
system, which covers: banknotes and coins, cash management in ATM systems, card payments, point of sale (POS) payments,
banking and inter-banking energy consumption, etc.
• Valuechain endeavored in the paper to answer mathematically and scientifically all these challenges for the benefit of decision
makers, researchers, politicians, legislators and industry representatives.
• The study went on to calculate the average lifespan of Bitcoin mining rigs, the surge in use of hydro, wind, and solar power by
BTC miners, and miners’ adoption of energy-stingy mining tech to determine that Bitcoin’s global network consume 88.95 Twh per
year, almost 50% less than the famous Cambridge research estimating an annual power drain at more than 121 terawatthours (Twh), raking it in the top 30 electricity consumers worldwide (same energy consumption like Netherlands or Pakistan).
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Bitcoin uses 50x less energy than traditional banking
• In addition, as recently mentioned, Bitcoin lightning layer will be able to dramatically increase scalability and efficiency, proving
to be even up to a million times more energy efficient per transaction than instant payments, according to Valuechain.
• KTS would tend to agree, that the comparison of Valuechain makes sense. Bitcoin is a fully automated system, meanwhile
for swift payments there is still a huge amount of manual work. The energy consumption of every step of such manual process,
is much higher than everyone can believe. As far we know, such comparison was never taken into consideration.
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Life duration of electric vehicle’s batteries
• We are reading with pleasure, courtesy the blog of Mr. Fernandez of Sooorya via Mr. Perschke CEO of Quantron AG, that EV
batteries have 3 “lifes” now: the first one is in a electric vehicle. The second in a low cost/speed EV and finally in a stationary
storage or recycled to extract over 90% of battery materials for new battery production.
• The blog is also mentioning the German company Nunam, founded by the Audi Environmental Foundation, which is bringing 3
prototypes of electric rickshaws to India as a pilot project. The system is also going to be based on a sustainable charging
system, based on solar panel systems, for its electric rickshaws.
• The project of Nunam is the perfect example of further innovation on EV batteries and we are confident, having now all the major
companies working in the same direction, more exciting technologies are going to be developed for benefit of our environment.
• Needless to mention, that India is the country depending most on oil or coal and therefore such effective innovation would
tremendously help the country to increase independency on traditional energy sources.
• KTS feels comfortable with the investment in Rimac, which is also developing the Project 3 mobility Robotaxi. Being the
company the innovation center of the Porsche group, Bugatti and many other major car producers, we are excited on the further
technological developments from the team of almost 900 engineers (over 1300 employees) working for Rimac automobili.
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Generation Z
• According to Mr. Jim Cramer, host of CNBC’s “Mad Money”, Gen Z faces financial challenges and young people, currently on
the ages between 18 to 24, should learn how to spend better the money and not live paycheck to paycheck.
• Basically Mr. Cramer asserts, that young adults can do a better job investing some of their money, even if it’s just a few dollars
and do not spend it in stuff they don’t need. Mr. Cramer concludes, by saying, younger people have to learn to be more frugal and
basically learn to save money and not spend it in a USD 14 margaritas after a workday.
• Of course, we are living in a world of “influencers”, which are motivating younger people to have a life style “over their limits”, but
if the partners of KTS are honest with themselves, we were not wiser at our younger age and compared to our grandparents,
which experienced WW1 (22 million dead), the Spanish Flu (50 million dead), 1929 the global economic crisis, WW2, Korean War,
Vietnam War, and countless wars and catastrophes; we were spending money without worrying about tomorrow.
• KTS’ partners also did mistakes in the past, but luckily enough, we could learn some important lesson and it is exactly our most
important mission, to teach the younger generation of our families, to avoid such mistakes, especially the financial ones.
• For this reason, we fully agree with Mr. Cramer, it is important to help the younger generation to better learn, how to plan
their financial future.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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